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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we construct a (ring) basis for the shuffle algebra Sh(V) of a 
vector space V over a field K and show that it provides a computational method 
for the study of commutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebras (such Hopf 
algebras represent unipotent pro-afIine group schemes). Let {Q: x E X} be an 
indexed basis for V and S = (X) be the free semigroup generated by X. The 
a, E vzl @ ... @ van’s, where a = x1 . e-e * x, E S, form a linear basis for 
Sh(V)+. The coalgebra structure of Sh(V) is easily described in terms of this 
basis. Now give X a total order .<. We define the notion of prime in S and prove 
the existence of unique prime factorization. (Of course all of this depends on the 
chosen total order.) Let P C S be the set of primes of S. The major results of 
this paper are that the we’s where p E P, form a polynomial basis for Sh(V) 
in characteristic 0, and the v&“s, where Q E P and 8 2 0, form a truncated 
polynomial basis for Sh(V) in characteristic p > 0 (distinct monomials of the 
form (~~$r)~1 * *.. *(u,,,lr),)n~, where 0 < ni < p, form a linear basis for Sh(V)). 
Thus the structure of S enables us to describe the structure of Sh(V) to a useful 
extent. 
Suppose A is a commutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebra over a field K. 
If the characteristic of K is 0 we show that A can be embedded (as a Hopf algebra) 
into Sh(V) where V = P(A) is the space of primitives of A. In characteristic 
p > 0, the strict bialgebra grading of Sh(V) forces hP = 0 whenever h E Sh(V) 
satisfies c(h) = 0, so in characteristicp > 0, only those A’s such that pth powers 
of elements in the augmentation ideal are 0 can possibly be embedded into Sh( I’) 
for some vector space V over K. If A+(p) = (0) we show there is an embedding, 
and again we may take Y = P(A). In [2] we construct the cofree irreducible 
algebra CH(U) of an algebra U (a generalization of the shuffle algebra). Any 
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(commutative) pointed irreducible Hopf algebra c n be embedded into CH(U) 
for some (commutative) algebra U.For a commutative algebra U,the algebra 
structure of CH( U) and that of the shuffle algebra Sh( U) of the space U are 
closely enough related sothat he techniques d veloped in this paper carry over 
with minor modification of CH(U). Th us, via the embeddings, the basis we 
construct canbe used in the study any commutative pointed irreducible Hopf 
algebra over afield ofarbitrary characteristic. 
We show that he coalgebra structures of pointed and pointed irreducible 
Hopf algebras re closely related inthe last section. Thetechnical details are 
based on computations with idempotents. 
This paper is in a real sense about he structure of the free semigroup S 
generated by atotally ordered set (X, <). Primes are very complex in general. The
basic idea for the study of S is to construct a new totally ordered set (X, <) 
to replace (X, <) so that S can be viewed more simply in S = (X). By this type 
of iteration thecomplexity of S becomes managable. 
A natural extension problem serves toillustrate the technical aspects ofthis 
paper very well. 
Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over afield K,B C A be a subHopf 
algebra, nd z # B which satisfies dx - (x @ a + 1 @ z) E B @ B, where 
a E G(B) (the grouplikes of B). The extension B[z] of B has been studied by
Sullivan [5] and the author [3,4]. Ifthe characteristic of K s0, then B[z] is;a 
polynomial algebra inz over B. If the characteristic of k is p > 0, then B[z] is 
a polynomial algebra asdescribed above, or B[z] is an integral extension of B
which is a free B-module with basis 1, z,..., zprn-l for some m. If B contains the 
coradical A, of A, and A is a finitely generated B-algebra, then A may be 
“built up” from B by a finite s ries ofextensions as described above (Prop. 2 
of [4]) in the pointed case. 
A natural problem to consider is what the relationship between the “building 
up” process and the coradical fi tration is. The major esult isthe content of
Theorem 4.2 which can be described asfollows. Let A be a commutative 
pointed Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, B C (A,) a subHopf 
algebra, and z $ B satisfy dz - (x @ a + 1 @ x) E B @ B, where a E G(B). 
Then there exists anx E B[z] such that dx - (x @ a + 1 @ x) E B, @ B, and 
z - x E B. Hence B[z] = B[x], so x can be replaced by x, and B[z] = (B[z]~+~) 
(the latter follows since B C (A,) implies B = (B,) by Theorem 1of [4]). Let iia 
be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over afield ofcharacteristic 0, and let 
r(A) denote the rank of A as a polynomial algebra over A, . As a consequence 
of Theorem 4.2 we deduce Theorem 4.5: Let A be a commutative finitely 
generated pointed Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, andsuppose 
r(A) 3 2. Then A = (A r(a)-l). Examples are given showing that r(A) --I 
can not be replaced by a smaller integer ingeneral. We prove the characteristic 
p > 0 analog of Theorem 4.2 in [2]; the argument given is essentially that
of 4.2. 
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Theorem 4.5 has a natural interpretation for the afline group scheme GA( ) 
defined by A. For any commutative Hopf algebra A over a field k, the functor 
GA( ) from commutative algebras over k to groups, determined by G,(B) = 
Alg&l, B), is a pro-affine group scheme [6J If (V, p) is a right A-comodule, 
then V determines a G,,,( )-module functor as follows; for a E G,(B) and 
v @ b E M,(B) = V @ B let u . (v @ b) = C v(r) @ a(v(,))b where p(v) = 
C v(r) @ et(,) E P @ A. Thus if GA( ) is a representationally solvable affine 
group scheme in characteristic 0 and r(A) > 2, then there exists a finite- 
. . 
dtmensronal right A,(,,-,-comodule I’ such that M,( ) is a faithful GA( )- 
module functor, i.e., M,(B) is a faithful G,(B)-module for all commutative 
algebras B over k. 
The first objective ofthis paper is to prove the existence ofthe natural (ring) 
basis for the shuffle algebra and to study some of its useful properties. In Section 1 
we introduce the necessary notation for studying the shuffle algebra and charac- 
terize those Hopf algebras which can be embedded into the shuffle algebra. 
Section 2 is devoted exclusively to the study of the free semigroup (without nit) 
generated bya totally ordered set (X, <). In Section 2.1 we prove the existence 
of unique prime factorization. In Section 2.2 we prove a basic result which 
relates prime factorization o “shuffles” defined for certain subsets of S = (X). 
In Section 3 we establish the existence ofa natural (ring) basis for the shuffle 
algebra over any field. 
The applications to group schemes are given in Section 4, and Section 5 is 
for the technical spects of the relationship between the coalgebra structures 
of pointed irreducible andpointed Hopf algebras. 
We shall use rather freely the ideas and results of[4] and [7]. All vector spaces 
will be over a field k. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this ection we will develop the notation for the shuffle algebra which will 
be used throughout the paper, and prove some basic facts about the shuffle 
algebra of a vector space I’ over any field k. A general discussion of the shuffle 
algebra can be found in Chapter 12 of [7]. 
1.1. The shu#le algebra of a set X. Let V be a vector space over a field k. 
The shuffle algebra Sh(V) of I’ is a commutative strictly graded pointed irre- 
ducible Hopf algebra which we will now describe. Sh( I’) = @l,, I’” as a vector 
space, where 
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is the nth term of gradation. Recall that A -9 A @ A is defined for xE A by 
6(x)=&-@@1+1(-J ) h x x w ere A is any pointed irreducible coalgebra 
(1 is the unique grouplike). 
(1.1.1) 
n-1 
= C (~,~~~~~v~)~(v~+~~~~~~v,) for vr,...,w,EV, n>2. 
i=l 
For 71 > 0 let [a] = {l,..., n}, and suppose 0 = m, < ml < ... < m, = n 
are fixed integers. Then a permutation [n] +O [n] is called a p(m, ,..., m,.)- 
shufle if whenever m, < ai < uj < m,,, for some u necessarily i < j. Let 
sp(m, ..., m,) denote the set of p(m, ,..., m )-shuffles. Th n it is not hard to 
verify, using the definition of shuffle multiplication, that: 
(vl @ *** @ vmJ * ... -bnr-l+l 0 *-* 0 %J 
= c Vcll 0 *** 0 van for vr ,..., v% E V. (1.1.2) 
OE.9P(lno,...,rn,) 
Shuffle multiplication is given by the above when r = 2. Now suppose 
vI ,..., v, EV are fixed and 1 < ij < s for 1 < j < n. Then by (1.1.2) (set 
wj = q). 
Now let X be a set, and S = (X) by the free semigroup generated by X, and 
suppose V is a vector space over afield K with basis (v,: x E X}. For a = x1 * *a* .
x, E S, where x, ,..., x, EX, let 71 = 1 a 1 denote then length of a, and set v, = 
fJxl 0 ... @ vEn. Then the zr,)s, where aE S, form a linear basis for Sh(V)+ =
@,“=1 P. Notice that (1.1 .l) becomes imply: 
%J = 1 vt? 0 Vf for 1 a 1 > 2. (1.1.4) 
t?f=a 
Now let a = x1 . .** x, E S, where x, ,..., X,EX. For u E Sym(n) (the 
permutations f [KI]) we define ~(a) = xOr . ... x,, . Suppose 0 = m0 < m, < 
es* < m, = n are fixed integers, andset ai = x,~-~+~ * ... xmi for 1 < i < r. 
Then a = a, . *** a, . Now set P(a, ..., a,) = p(m, ..., m,). Then (1.1.3) 
becomes (replace i with x): 
We set shk(X) = Sh(V) to emphasize the indexing set of the chosen basis 
for V. 
Suppose (X, <) is a totally ordered set. Then Theorem 2.1.4a) sserts that 
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any a E S has a unique prime factorization. For 1 >, 1 notice that St = {a E S: 
1 a 1 = Z} is naturally totally ordered bythe lexicographical order(reading from 
left to right) induced by the order on X. If u E Sym(Z) notice that a(&) = S, . 
Let a =p,. .*a *p,. ES, be written asits prime factorization. Theorem 2.2a) is 
that o E sP( p, ,..., pl.) implies o(a) >, a. Thus (1.1.5) yields vu,1 . ..* zl,, = 
c aGc ~a,,~c where aa,, E K. This is the key for proving the existence of anatural 
polynomial basis described in the introduction for shL(X) in characteristic 0; 
with slight modification, the characteristic p > 0 ase can easily betreated. 
The Hopf algebra shk(X) has a very useful grading bya commutative (additive) 
semigroup which “refines” thestandard grading. Let U = Ncx) be the additive 
semigroup ofall functions from X to the natural numbers N = (0, I,...} which 
have finite support. For u E U let S(U) _C S be the set of all a = x1 . .** .x, E S 
such that U(X) is the number of x’s in the factorization of a for all xE X. Notice 
that S(U) is finite. L tshk(X)(n) be the linear span of the ZI,‘s where a E S(U). 
The following statement is obvious. 
1.1.6. Let A = shk(X). Then 
(a) A = @UCU A(u), where A(u) = R. 
(b) ~(A(u)) = 0 if u # 0. 
(4 AA(u) C IL+w=u 4~) 0 A(w), and 
(d) A(U) A(v) C A(u + ZJ) for all u, ZJ E U. 
(e) A(u) is finite-dimensional for all uEU. 
Let U be any commutative (additive) semigroup. We will say that acoalgebra 
(resp. bialgebra) A is U-graded if for each uE U there xists a ubspace A(u) 
such that (a)-(c) (resp. (a)-(d)) aresatisfied. In either case aE A can be written 
uniquely asa = @ a, , where a, E A(u) for all uE U. The following will be 
applied toshk(X) in Sections 3 and 4. 
1.1.7. PROPOSITION. Let A = OueU A(u) be a U-graded pointed irreducible 
bialgebra, andV = @u.u V(u) be a U-graded subcoalgebra, and let B = (V) be 
the subalgebra generated byV. 
(a) If B(u) = B n A(u), then B has the structure of a U-graded bialgebra. 
(b) Let a E A. Then 8(a) EB @ B if and only if 8(a,) EB @ Bfor all uE U. 
PYOO~ (a) B is a coalgebra, and 
B= c V(q) . ... V(un) 
U1....,U,EU 
Thus B(u) = ~U1+...+Un=U V(uJ * *.. V(u,J and (a) easily follows. 
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(b) By virtue of (a) we have A @ A = eueLI (A @ A)(u), where 
(A 0 A)(u) = Cu+w=u A(v) @ A(w), and B 0 B = @lUsLI (B @ B)(u), where 
(B @ B)(u) = Cer+w=u B(v) @ B(w). By definition S(A(u)) C (A @ A)(u), so 
s(a) EB @ B if and only if 8(a,) E (B @I B)(u) for all u E U. Q.E.D. 
1.1.8. Let V and W be vector spaces over afield k,and Z’ +n W linear. The
induced map Sh(V) -+n Sh( W) (z’r @ ... @ v, t-+ z(q) @ ... @ ~(0~)) is a 
graded bialgebra map. 
1.2. Embedding bialgebras into the shujle algebra. Let A be a sub-bialgebra 
of Sh( V) for some vector space V over a field k. Then A is a commutative 
pointed irreducible Hopf algebra. Suppose char k = p > 0. Since Sh(V) 
is a strictly graded bialgebra, necessarily x P = 0 for xE A+. Conversely, we will 
show that acommutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebra isisomorphic to a 
subHopf algebra ofSh(V), where V = P(A) is the space of primitives of A, 
if char k = 0 or char k = p > 0 and xp = 0 for xE A+. 
1.2.1. LEMMA. Let A be a commutative pointed irreducible primitively gener- 
ated Hopf algebra over ajeld k. Then A is a strictly graded bialgebra if char k = 0, 
or char k = p > 0 and a+ = 0 for all x E P(A). 
Proof. Let {v~: 01 E6Y) be a basis for the primitives, and let A(n) be the span 
of the “monomials” 02 . ..* .vrr, where OCR ,..., 01,. E6I and m1 + ... + m, = n. 
Then A = Cf, A(n), c(A(n)) 2 0 if n # 0, d(A(n)) C CIz, A(k) @ A(n - k), 
and A(m) A(n) C A(m + n ) f or m, n > 0. By definition P(A)= A(l), so we need 
only show that A = @,“=, A(n). 
Let v1 ,..., v,, EP(A) be linearly independent. 
Case 1. char k = 0. We will show that v, ,..., v, are algebraically inde- 
pendent. k[v,] is a polynomial ring by 1.3a) of [3]. Assume that 1< n and 
vr ,..., q are algebraically independent. LetB = k[v, ..., v,]. By 1.4b) of [3] 
any primitive of B is a linear combination of v, ,..., a2 .Thus or,, $B, so 
B[v,+,] is a polynomial ring in v r+r by 1.3a) of [3] again. Byinduction vI ,..., v, 
are algebraically independent. This proves A = @E, A(n) in characteristic 0. 
Case 2. char k = p > 0. VP = 0 for all vE P(A). By 1.3b) of [3] we have 
1, v, ,..., v1”-’ are linearly independent. Assume I< n and B = k[v, ..., VJ has 
linear basis consisting of the VP . ... vrl where 0 < m, < p for all i. By 1.4b) 
of [3] any primitive of B is a linear combination of vr ,..., q so v,+~ 6B. Since 
v;+l = 0, by 1.3b) and I.la) of [3] B[vl+,] is a free B-module with basis 1, 
v,,, ..., v1”,;‘. Thus by induction the set of elements ofthe form v;“1 .... v?, 
where 0 < mi < p for all i, is linearly independent. This proves that A = 
@czO A(n) in characteristic p > 0. Q.E.D. 
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Let C be a pointed irreducible coalgebra, andS(c) = u where c E C is fixed. 
Then AC = c @ 1 + 1 @ c + u, so applying I @ A and A @ I to both sides 
we derive: 
(*) 1 @ u. + (I @ d)u = u @ 1 + (A @ I)u. 
1.2.2 LEMMA. Let A = Sh(V) where V is a vector space over a field k. 
Suppose uE A @ A satisjes (*). Then there xists anx E A such that 6(x) = u. 
Proof. Let C = A @ k . z be an extension by A by a one-dimensional 
vector space. Then defining AZ = z @ 1 + 1 @ z + u and e(z) = -(c @ E)U 
extends the coalgebra structure of A to C. Let C+ +f V extend rr I,,+  where 
A -+?I V is the natural projection. By the universal mapping property of
(Sh(V), n), there xists a unique coalgebra m p C --tF Sh(V) such that 
(“OF)/c+ =f.ThusFI, isthe identity. Since 6(F(z)) = u, x = F(x) ESh(V) 
is the desired lement. Q.E.D. 
1.2.3 PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebra 
over a field k. There exists an embedding A --+* Sh(P(A)) with r(P(A)) = P(A) 
ifchark =O,orchark =p >Oandx” =OforallxEAf. 
Proof. Let A satisfy thehypothesis andset 9? = (A,). By 1.2.1, g is strictly 
graded, soby 12.1.3 of[7], there is an embedding 9l--+Q Sh(P(A)) such that 
r&P(A)) = P(A). Consider the set g of all pairs (B, n), where B C A is a 
subHopf algebra such that g C B, and B --tn Sh(P(A)) is an embedding extend- 
ing n0 . g is partially ordered by(B, V) < (B’, n’), which means B C B’ and 
m’ extends 7r. By Zorn’s lemma there is a maximal element (B, VT) of g. We will 
show that B = A. 
Suppose B $ A. There exists z $B such that 6(z) EB @ B, and E(X) = 0. 
Let S(z) = u. By 1.2.2 there is an x E Sh(P(A)) such that 6(x) = (n @ V)U. 
Since (z) = 0 necessarily E(X) = 0. If the extension B[z] -IT Sh(P(A)) of r 
(z F+ x) is well-defined, then clearly 17 is a Hopf algebra m p. But then II IPtA) = 
T IPta) isinjective since P(A) c B, so l7 is injective. Thiswould contradict the
maximality of (B, n). Thus B = A. 
Therefore w need only show that 17 is well-defined. If char k = 0, then 
B[z] is a polynomial ring over B with indeterminant z. Ifchar k = p > 0, 
then zp = 0 means that B[z] is a free B-module with basis l,..., 9-l. Since 
xr’ = 0, II is well-defined  this case also. Q.E.D. 
2. THE FREE SEMIGROUP GENERATED BY A TOTALLY ORDERED SET 
In this ection we examine in great detail the structure of the free semigroup S 
generated by a totally ordered set (X, <). In Section 2.1 we prove the existence 
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of unique prime factorization nd study the structure of the primes of S. Our 
technique is to construct an associated totally ordered set (X, <) so that Scan be 
embedded into S = (X) in such amanner that order is preserved and the length 
of non-trivial primes is reduced. InSection 2.2 we prove the following: Let
a ZzL p, . .-- .p, be the prime factorization of a E S, and (T EsP( p, ,..., p,). Then 
U(U) > a. Applications t  the shuffle algebra ultimately rest on this fact. 
2.1. The structure of the primes of S. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, 
and let S = (X) be the free semigroup generated by X. We construct a total 
order < for S as follows. Let Y = X u {p> be X with a symbol p adjoined, 
and extend the total order on X to Y by defining x < p for all xE X. Total order 
the set of countable sequences YN in Y lexicographically. The total order < for S
is that induced by the embedding S --f YN (x1 .... x, F+ (x1 ,..., x, p, p...)). 
Now for xE X let 
X&) = {x . *** .x * x1 * a** x,: F!, r > 1 and x > xi for all i}, 
-r 
and set X = X u (urEX Xt,,). Then X inherits a total order from (S, <). 
If a = X] . ..* .x, E S, recall that n = 1 a 1 is the length of a and that S, = 
(a E S: / a / = n}. The total order that S, inherits from (S, <) is the lexico- 
graphical order (reading from left to right). 
2.1.1. (a) Leta=x,.‘...x,,b=y,.....y,ESandlete=min(m,n). 
Then a < b if and only if or some u < ewe have x, < yU and xi = yi whenever 
i<u,orn>mandx,.....x,=y,.....y,. 
(b) If Q, b, c E S, then a < b if and only if cu < cb. 
(c) Any a E S can be written uniquely as a product a = cr . ... c, , 
where ci E X, with fewest possible factors (cr .1.. c, is called the factorization 
of a). 
(d) Let a = cr . ... c, , b = dl . ... d,, ES be factorizations, and let 
k = min(m, n). Then a < b if and only if or some u < ewe have c, < d, and 
ci = di whenever i < u, or n > m and c1 . ‘** en& = dr . ... d,,, . 
Proof. (a)-(c) arestraightforward. 
(d) For i < 8 notice that ci . ... c, and di . ... d, are factorizations. 
Thus by (b) it suffices to how that cr < dr implies a < b. Suppose cl = 
x1 . .'. . q&P < y1 . *.* .ym, zzz dl. Then a < b is clear by (a) except when 
n’ > m’ and x1 . 1.1 .x,, = yr . ... *yn’ .If m’ = 1 then for agiven i, di = y 
where y >, x1 , or di E Xty) where y > x1 . But cl E Xcz,) means a < b. If 
m’ > 1 then dl E X(+ , so x1 > x,’ . This means x, > x,,+r .If m = 1 then 
a < b, otherwise da = y or d, E Xty) for somey 3 x1 , so again a < b. Q.E.D. 
Let St,) = (X(,)) C S be the sub-semigroup generated by Xto) .Then St,, 
is free on X(,) ,and products ofci’s in Xc,, are factorizations. Let S = (X) be 
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the free semigroup generated by X, and define S -@ S by II(a) = c1 * ..’ *c, , 
where a = c, * *** c, is the factorization of a E S. Let S(,) = (X,,,) C S be the 
sub-semigroup generated by Xbl . S has a total order induced by (X, <) as S 
has a total order induced by (X, <). 
2.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, and let S = (X) be 
the free semigroup generated byX. Let S +n S by defined asabove. 
(a) Leta=x,=e.. .x,ES. Then /Il(a)l < 1 al. 
Equality holds af and only if x1 < ... < x, . 
(b) II is order preserving (hence one-one). 
(c) Let II(,j = IZ jsc )for x E X. % 
Then S(,) --4(x) St,, is an orderpreserving isomorphism of semigroups. j II&a)1 < 
I a I for a E Sk, . 
Proof. (a) Let a = cr . ... c, be the factorization of a. Then j n(a)/ =
s < n. Ifs = n then x1 < .** < x, (otherwise xi > q+r for some i, so xixifl EX). 
Conversely, x1 < .. < x, means x, . ... x, is the factorization of a. (b) follows 
by 2.1.1(d) and(a). (c) is now clear. Q.E.D. 
Notice that 17 can not be multiplicative in general. For example, ifx > y, 
then x, y, xy E X, so n(x) * n(y) # n(xy). 
DEFINITION. p E S is called prime if p = a’a” implies p > a”. 
Let P (resp. P)denote the set of primes of S (resp. S). For x E X it is clear 
that PC,, = P n SC,, (resp. PC*) = P n S(,,) isthe set of primes of SC,, (resp. 
St,.). Ifp E P we will show thatp = x or p E P(,) for some X‘E X, and IT(,,(Pc,,) = 
P(,, for all xE X. Thus the structure of primes can be studied locally, we may 
replace (X, <) by (Xc,, , <). By means of the isomorphism SC,, -G(T) SC,, 
we will be able to induct on length. 
2.1.3 PROPOSITION. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, S = (X) be the free 
semigroup generated byX, and S -&’ S be defined asabove. 
(a) Let p E P. Then p = x or p E PC,, for some x E X. 
(b) p E P ;f and only if Lf( p) E P. (Thus II&P,,,) = PC,, for x E X.) 
(c) Let p =x1. 0.. *x,cP. 
(i) Ifx;>x,thenp’=x;.x,.....x,EP. 
(ii) If x,>xk thenp’=x,.....x,_,.x:,EP. 
(iii) Ify>x,, and xi > x, implies xi> y, then p’ = x1 . . . . . x+ 1 y E P. 
(d) Letp E P\X. Thenp = pp” wherep’, p”E P (hence p’ > p”). 
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(e) Conversely, if p’, p” E P and p’ > p”, then p’p” EP. Also p”p’ < p’p”. 
(HencepEP~,)meansypEPfory>xandpzEPforx>z.) 
Proof. Letp=c,-**. c, be the factorization of p E S. 
(a) If p E P\X, then by definition of prime we see that c, ,..., c, EXc,) 
for some x E X. Thus p E Pt2) .
(b) (-) Clearly we may assume pE Ptz) for some x E X. If a’, a” E S 
then a’a” E St,, implies a’, a” E St,,; son(p) E P by 2.1.2(c) andthe definition 
of prime. 
(G) Suppose n(p) E P, and p = a’a”. Toshow p > a” it is clear by2.1 .l (d) 
that we may assume a” = ci . **a *c, for some 1 < i < s. But then n(p) = 
17(a’) * II( Thus n(p) > n(a”), which means p > a”, sop E P. 
(c) (i) is clear since p’ = xi or p’ E Xt,;, . To show (ii) and (iii) we can 
assume p E Pcs) for some x E X. Thus cr ,..., c, EX(,) . Now ntZ)( p) = 
Cl * ... c,EPby(b).Toshow(ii),noticethatc,=~~.....x,>x~.....x,_,. 
x; = c; E XQ) , so Lqo)( p’) = c, * ..* cl E P by induction 1 p I. Hence 
p’EPby(b).Toshow(iii)observethatp=c,.....c,andy=~~.....x,_,.y 
satisfy the hypothesis of (iii) also, sowe may induct on length. 
(d) p E Pt,, for some x E X. If p E Xc,, then (d) is clear; otherwise p E St,, 
and 1 17(,)( p)I > 1. Thus (d) follows byinduction on 1 p 1. 
(e) To show p”p’ < p’p” we can easily reduce to the case where p’, p” E PC,) 
for some x E X. By induction on 1 p’ 1 we have ncs,( p”) - 17(,~( p’) < 17(,)( p’) -
n(,.( p”) whence p”p’ < p’p”. To show p’p” EP we may dispense with the case 
p’, p” E PC,, for some x E X by means of 17(,, and induction on I p’ I. The case 
p’, p” E X is trivial, so we are reduced to (1) p’ E Per) and p” = y where y < x, 
or (2) p’ = x and p” E Pcy) where y < x. For (l), notice ifp’ = cr * -** .c, is the 
factorization ofp’,then cr ,..., c, EX(,1 and c, > c, p” E Xc,, .Thus n(& p’p”) = 
Cl - ... -(csp”) E P by (ii), For (2), we may assume y = x; so if p” = cr * *.- *c, 
is the factorization of p”, then cr ,..., c, E X(,, and cr < xc1 EXc,, .Thus 
H(d( P’P”) = (x4 * -** c, EP by (i). Therefore inany case p’p” EP. 
Q.E.D. 
Let a E S. Then a is a product of primes. We say that a = p, * .** p, is a 
prime factorization of a ifp, ,..., p, EP and a is not the product of fewer primes. 
Every a E S has a prime factorization. We will show that prime factorization 
is unique and give other descriptions of prime factorization. For a,,..., a,. ES 
define a, A 1.. Aa, = min{a,, . **a .aor: uE Sym(r)}. Since all products of 
the form a,, *a** .aoT have the same length, a A *a- Aa,. is simply the minimum 
of all possible products ofthe ai’s (in the lexocigraphical order). 
2.1.4 THEOREM. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set and let S = (X) be the 
free semigroup generated by X. 
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(a) Let a E S. Then a has a unique prime factorization; i.e., if a = 
. . . . . p, = *; . , . . . *;, are prime factorixations of a,then r = r’ and pi = pi 
all i. 
(b) Let a = p, . ... *p, E S be a product of primes. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
0) P, . ... ‘P, is the prime factorization of a.
(ii) p, < ... <p, 
(iii) p, . ... p, = p, h ..* hp, 
(c) Let S --+II S be defined asabove. If a = p, . *.. *p, is theprimefactoriza- 
tion aE S then II(a) = I7( p,) * . . . * A’( p,.) is the prime factorization of I7(a) E S. 
Proof. First consider (b). If p, > pi, for some i then pi pi+1 EP by 2.1.3(e), 
so (i) 5 (ii). Let p, ,...,p, E P and suppose pO, * -.* -p,, = p, A ... Ap, . Then 
PO1 G *-- d P,, (for otherwise Poi > P&+I) for SOme i, SO Po(i+l) Poi < P, Pu(i+l) 
by 2.1.3(e) again). Thus (iii) Z-(ii). Ifp, < .*- <p, in addition, then p, = 
P 01 ?...T P, = PO, > hence (ii) Z- (iii). 
Now we will prove (c), (ii) 3 (i), and (a) all at once by induction 1 a 1. 
By 2.1.2(a) we may assume 1II(a)] < 1 a I. Let a = p, . *a. p, be a product of 
primes where p, < ... < p, (any prime factorization satisfies thicondition). 
Then I7( pi),..., n( p .) E P and n( p,) < *** < n( pr), and it is easy to see that 
Ii+(a) = II . ... J7( p,). By induction this is the prime factorization of 
II(a), so we have that (c), (ii) 3 (i), and (a) hold for a. Q.E.D. 
2.1.5 COROLLARY. The prime factorization of a E S has the form a = 
Pl”l **.- .P ‘$ where p, < ... < p, and 0 < n, ,..., n, . 
2.1.6 COROLLARY. Let a = q1 * ... qs E S be a product of primes. The prime 
factorization of a is a = p, ’ es* .p, wherep, = q1 . ... qi, ..., p, = qi,-,+l . ..f *
qs for some 0 = i0 < i1 < ‘.’ < i, = s. 
Notice q1 * a** q8 is the prime factorization of a ifand only if q1 < **a < qs . 
If qi > qi+l for some i then qiqi+l E P. Thus 2.1.6 follows byinduction on s. 
By virtue of 2.1.4 we can define a commutative associative operation o on S 
bya~b=p,h~..Ap,hq~h...hq,wherea=p,.....p,andb=q,.....q, 
are prime factorizations. Noticethat S --tn S is a homomorphism with respect 
to this operation. 
2.1.7. Ifa,b,cES,thena<bifandonlyifa~c<boc. 
Proof. By induction on n = 1 a I + I b I + I c 1 we are reduced to the case 
where a, 6, c have the form z1 . ... x, where x1 < ..* < x, by 2.1.2(a) and
the fact 17 is multiplicative with respect to0. This case reduces to c E X, by 
induction on / c 1, which is trivial to verify. Q.E.D. 
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Let X be a totally ordered set, X1 = X be the totally ordered set derived from 
X, S = S, and I7l = 17: S -+ S. By iteration we obtain a sequence S -G’ 
cJ1,I?e S2' . ..* Define S --+ S” by p,, = IIn o *.- o17r and let P* be the 
primes of 9. 
2.1.8 PROPOSITION. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set. 
(a) Letn > 1. 
(i) pn is order preserving (hence one-one). 
(ii) p E P if and onZy if pn( p) E P”. 
(iii) Ifa =p,. ..* p, is the prime factorization of a E S, then p,(a) =
PA Pl) 6 1.. *pn( pr) is the prime factorization of p,(a) ES”. 
(b) pEPifandonlyifp,(p)EX”forsomen 3 1. 
(c) Let a = p, . **a *p, be the prime factorization of a E S. Then for some 
n >, 1, pn( p,) = x1 ,..., pn( p,) = x, E X”. Hence p,(a) = x1 * .a* x, and 
Xl < .‘. < x, . 
The following example illustrates the ome of the ideas involved in the last 
proposition and also in this ection. Let x, y, z E X. Consider p E S where 
p = xxyxxyxxxyxx (x > Y > 4 
P1( P> = XYXZ, where x = xxy, y = xxyz, z = xz (x > y > z), 
Pd PI = xy, where x = xy, Y = xz (x > Y), 
PA PI = x, where x = xY. 
Notice ps( p) E X3 so p E P. The “letters” of pl( p), pz( p), and p3( p) partition 
the letters ofp in a natural way. 
2.2. Prime factorization and shufles: Let m, n be integers and m < n. A 
collection of pairwise disjoint sets II ,..., J . whose union is [m, n] is said to 
partition [m, n]. Let (X, <) b e a totally ordered set and a = x, * 9.. *x, E S. 
If J1 ,..., J+. partitions [m,n], and i1 ,..., i, are the elements of Ji written in order, 
set a, = xi . ... xi . (If Ji = B we let aJi = e be the empty word. For 
a~Sweletlae=afeaande>,a.) 
2.2.1 LEMMA. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, and S = (X) be the free 
semigroup generated by X. Let p E P be of length n > 1 and suppose p > a = 
x1 . ..* x, . If Jl ,..., Jrpartitions [l, n] and a,< > p for all i, then Ji = [l, n] 
for some i (hence p = a). 
Proof. We induct on 1 p 1. The case / p 1 = 1 is trivial, so assume 1 p 1 > 1. 
By 2.1.3(d), p = p’p” where p’, p” E P. Let 8 = I p’ I and set a’ = x1 * ..- *xc, 
a” = x!+~ *... -x, , and let Jj = Ji n [I, 4 and JJ = Ji n [t + 1, n] for all i. 
Then the Ji’s (resp. Ji’s) partition [l, e] (resp. [e + 1, n]). 
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Now &=a,;># since uJ,>p and Iu,;l<lp’I. Since p>a 
necessarily ;b’ > a’, so by induction we have (after relabeling) Ji = [l, 8J and 
Ji = 0 for i> 1. In particular p’ = a,’ = a’, and therefore p” > u”. 
If i>l then aJ;=a,>p>$‘, and p’a;; = a,;aJ; = aJl > p’p” 
means ai; 3 p”. By induction’again J’ = [8 + 1, n] and p” = ~3; for some i. 
Thus i = 1, so Jr = [l, n] as required. Q.E.D. 
If a E S has prime factorization  = p,* *.* .p, set P(a) = P( p, ,..., pr). 
2.2.2 THEOREM. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, let S = (X) be the free 
semigroupgenerated by X, and suppose a E S hasprimefactorization a = p, * a** p, . 
(a) u(u) >, a for a E sP(a). 
(b) Let a~sP(a). 
Then u(a) = a if and only if given Ii E P(a), there xists 1 < j < r such that 
u(Ii) = Ij and pi = pj . (Thus u Iii is order preserving forsuch au.) 
Proof. Suppose uE sP(a) and U(U) < a. Assume for i < k that ~(1~) = 
li E P(a) and pi = pj for some 1 < j < Y, and for an interval Ie EP(a) not 
among u(l;),..., ~~(~Jc-I) that ?‘e 3 pk . Since u-l Iii s order preserving, we have 
a I,, is order preserving fori < k. In particular, U( pi) = pj, so U( pi) = pi 
for ‘i < k. Thus the theorem will be proven if the above statement is shown to be 
truefork =r+ 1. 
The statement is vacuously true for k = 1. Suppose the statement holds for 
afixedk~r,andwritea=x,.....x,.Letp,=~,+,.....x,andsety~= 
x,(,+c,forl ~6’~n’=n-m.Thenu(a)<ameansp,~a’=y,~~~~~y,~. 
Let Ji = (8~ 1< G < n’ and u(m + d)~1~} for 1 < i < Y. Then Jr ,..., Jr 
partitions [l,n’]. Fix i and suppose 8, d’ E Ji . If e < e, then u(m + t') < 
u(m + 8’) since u-l II, is order preserving. Let 4 = [u, v] and suppose u < t < 
u(m + G’). Then t f u(t’) for some t’ < m + 8’. Clearly t’>, m + 1 since 1i 
is not among u(l,),..., ~(1~~~). Hence t’ - m E Ji and xt = yt~--m . Thus aii s an 
initial segment of pi; and therefore we have a;<+ > p, holds for all i. By 2.2.1, 
Ji = [l, n’] for some j. But p, = aJj is an initral segment of pj , so p, > p, . 
By assumption, p, < pj , so p, = pj and therefore ~(1~) = Ij . If p, < p,,, 
then p, < ... ,( p, means I! = u(IJ for some i < k. Thus we may replace k 
with k + 1, and the theorem is proved by induction. Q.E.D. 
Let p > 1 be a fixed integer. Then every positive integer m has a (unique) 
p-adic expansion m = m,, + m, p + .a* + m, pr where 0 < mi < p for all iand 
mr # 0. Thep-adic factorial m! is defined asm! = m,! * *.. m,! where mi! has 
its usual meaning. 
Now let (X, <) be a totally ordered set and P be the set of primes of S = (X). 
A p-adic prime is an element fiE S of the form # = qp’ where qE P and L > 0. 
B will denote the set of p-adic primes. Let a E S. Then it is easy to see that ahas 
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a (unique) p-adic prime factorization; that is an expansion fthe form a = 
bp . a.* bF where Pi ,...,/, E 9 #, < **. < js, and 0 < mi < p for all i. 
For if m = m. + a** + rn,p? is the p-adic expansion fm > 0 and q E P, then 
q” = (qPya’ . . . . . q”o determines a p-adic prime factorization of q”.If a = 
pl”l * ... p, nr is the prime factorization of a (pi < ... < pr) then the product of 
p-adic prime factorizations of pyl,..., p, nr is a p-adic prime factorization or a. 
Observe that m,! . ... m,! is the product of p-adic factorials n,! .... n,!. 
Writing the p-adic prime factorization of a as a = fil .... bs- set s(a) = 
P(f% ,...>+d 
2.2.3 COROLLARY. Let a E S. 
(a) Let a = p:l * ..* .p:a be the prime factorization of a ( p, < *** < ps). 
The number of u’s in sP(a) such that u(a) = a is n,! * *.* n,!. 
(b) Let p > 1 be a fixed prime and a = b;“’ *a*. *+$J be the p-adic prime 
factorization of a (fil < 1.. < /&e). 
Then P(a) re$nes 9(a) ( so @(a) C sP(a)) and the number of u’s in @(a) such 
that u(a) = a is congruent tom,! . ... m,‘! (modp). 
Proof. That P(a) fi re nes 9(a) is clear, thus @(a) Z sP(a). For the remainder, 
by 2.2.2(b) and the discussion above we are reduced to the case a = qm where 
qEPandm >O. 
Assume a = q” is as above and write P(a) = (II ,..., I,}. If G C sP(a) is the 
subset of those u’s such that u(a) = a, then G --+ Sym(m) (u tt 5, 6(i) = j if 
~(1~) = Ii) is a one-one correspondence. Thus (a) follows. 
To show (b) let m = m, + ... + mrpr be the p-adic expansion fm. The 
u’s described in (b) form a subset of G which corresponds to Q C Sym(m), 
where Q partitions [m] into G= m, + ... + m, intervals, mi ofwhich ave length 
pi for 1< i < r. In general ifP partitions [n] into /intervals of engths n1 ,..., n , 
then / SP 1 = (,,,.‘I”.,,,); therefore 1 sQ j = (ey.“!‘). To see that 
1 sQ 1 E m,! * 0.. m r! (mod p) apply the multinom%l theor% in Z,[X, ..., X,]
to (Xl + ... + X# = (Xl + ... + Xt)mo .... (Xf’ + ... + XT’)“+. Q.E.D. 
3. A NATURAL (RING) BASIS FOR THE SHUFFLE ALGEBRA 
Let Vbe a vector space over afield K and let (et,: x EX> be a linear basis for V. 
Recall that shk(X) = Sh(V) by definition. T tally order X and let S = (X) 
be the free semigroup generated by X. In this ection wewill use the notation 
of Section 1.1 and apply the results ofSection 2 to sh,(X). Our discussion 
naturally splits into the characteristic 0 and characteristic p > 0 ases. 
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3.1. The characteristic 0 case. For a E S define X, = ~1,~ * *** .v,, where r 
a =p,. ... p, is the prime factorization of a.
3.1 .l THEOREM. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, k be a$eld of characteristic 
0, and shk(X) = Sh(V). 
(a) If a E S(u) has prime factorization a = p,“l ...* .prs ( p, < ... < p,), 
then 
where a,,, EN and cra,a = n,! . ... n,!. 
(b) The Xa’s, aE S(u), form a linear basis for shk(X)(U) for any 0 # u E U. 
(c) If a E S(u) then 
V a = zc Pa,cXc 
\ 
ES(U) 
where /Lc E Q and /La # 0. 
(d) The Xa’s, aE S, form a linear basis for sh,(X)+ = @z==, Vn. 
(e) The vD’s, p E P, form a polynomial basis for sh,(X) over k. 
(f) X, . X, = X,., for a, b E S. 
Proof. Let 0 # u E U. Then S(U) C S, for some 8 > 0, and clearly ~(S(U)) = 
S(U) for cr ESym(e). Thus for CJ EsP(a) we have o(S(u)) = S(U). By (1.1.5) and 
2.2.2(a) 
x0 = (v,,)“’ . ... (V,,)“” = c V,(,) = 1 a,,,v, , 
OESPW u<c 
CES(U) 
where the ‘Y,,,‘s arenon-negative integers. By 2.2.3(a) 01,~~ = n,! . ... n,!. This 
proves (a). From (a) we easily see that he Xa’s, where a E S(U), are independent 
by induction (S(u) is a finite w ll ordered set). This proves (b). Now (c) is clear, 
(d) follows since sh,(X)+ = BOZueLr sh,(X)(u) by1.1.6. (e) follows by the above 
and 2.1.4(f) follows by definition. Q.E.D. 
Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set and S = (X). For n > 1 set PI,] = 
{p E P: / p / < n> and let API,] C S be the set of those a E S with prime 
factorization a = p, . ... p, where pi E P~,I for all i. As an application of 3.1.1.: 
3.1.2 COROLLARY. Let sh,(X) = Sh(V) be as above (char k = 0) and Zet 
n >, 1 be$xed.Letg =(k+ ... + V”) be the subalgebra generated byk + ... +
V”. Then ;f 2%(u) = 6% n (shk(X)(U)): 
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(a) The X’s, aE (Q,I) f-7 S(u), f arm a linear basis for g(u) for any 
OfUEU. 
(b) The Xa’s, aE A PI,] ,form a linear basis for B!+. 
(c) The v,‘s, p E PI,] ,form a polynomial basis for L&9 over k. 
Proof. V + ... + Vn has a linear basis formed by the Xa’s where / a 1 < n. 
Thus (c) follows. From this (b) immediately follows. To show (a) notice a+ has a 
linear basis consisting of the Xa’s, aE APE,, , and shJX)(U) has a linear basis 
consisting ofthe Xa’s, a E S(U). Quite clearly B(U) = a+ n (shk(X)(U)) has 
a linear basis consisting of the X0’s, where a E (A\p~~l) n S(U). This proves (a). 
Q.E.D. 
3.2 The characteristic p > 0 case. Let V be a vector space over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0. Since Sh( V) . 1s a strictly graded commutative Hopf algebra, 
necessarily xp = 0 whenever C(X) = 0. Thus Sh(V) is a truncated polynomial 
algebra, nd by using p-adic prime factorization we will construct a basis for 
Sh(V) regarded as a truncated polynomial algebra. 
For a E S define xa = vbI . ... vfi, where a = +, . ... jB is the p-adic 
prime factorization of a.
3.2.1 THEOREM. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set and sh,(X) = Sh(V) 
where kis a$eld or characteristicp > 0.
(a) If a E S(U) has p-adic prime factorization a = /;1”1 . ... /z? 
& < ... <pJ, then 
Xa = 1 %,cVc 
a<c 
Cd(U) 
where a,,, E2, and a,,, = m,! . ... *m,!. 
(b) The xa’s, a E S(u), form a linear basis for shk(X)(U) for any 0 # II E U. 
(c) If a E S(u) then 
va = 1 &,,xc 
a<c 
CES(U) 
where Pa,c E2, and /3a.a # 0. 
(d) The xa’s, a ES, form a linear basis for sh,(X)+ = @L, Vn. 
(e) The vfi’s, where /. E 9, form a basis of sh,(X) as a truncated polynomial 
ring; that is the distinct monomials of the form (v,Ql . ... (~+~)a#, where #;1 ,..., 
&E9’aandO < ni <pf or all i, form a linear basis for sh,.(X). 
(f) Xo ’ xb = 0 or xaxb = xa.b.for a, b E 8. 
The proof of 3.2.1(a)-(e) is similar tothat of 3.1.1(a)-(e). For (f) recall that 
hp = 0 whenever hE sh,(X) and E(h) = 0. 
Notice the p-adic primes B play the role here that he primes P play in the 
characteristic 0 case. 
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Let (X, <) be totally ordered and 11 2 1 be fixed. Let B[,,l = {j E 9: 
I#1 <n> and API,]- C S be the set of those aE S with p-adic factorization 
a= hl. *..*f% such that +& E B[,l for all i. The characteristic p > 0 analog 
of 3.1.2 is: 
3.2.2 COROLLARY. Let sh,(X) = Sh(V) be as abowe (char k = p > 0) and 
let n 3 1 be jixed. Let g = (k + ... + Vn) be the subalgebra generated by 
k + ... + V”. Then if a(u) = /3 n (sh,(X)(u)): 
(4 The xa’s, a E (@‘ml) n s(u), f arm a linear basis for g’(u) for any 
OfUEU. 
(b) The xa’s, a E A\BI,J , form a linear basis for a+. 
(c) The v#‘s, fiE&,I , form a truncated polynomial basis for 33 over k. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this ection we prove several theorems in characteristic 0. The basis 
computations areappropriately modified towork for any commutative pointed 
irreducible Hopfalgebra in[2] where the characteristicp > 0 analog of Theorem 
4.2 is proved. If(X, <) is a totally ordered set and S = (X), we let a < b denote 
a,<banda,b~S,forsomem>l.Foru~N(X)let~u~ =Ceu(x). 
4.1 LEMMA. Let (X, <) be a totally ordered set, shk(X) = Sh(V), and 
W = (k + ... + V”) f or n 3 1 Jixed. If z E shk(X)(u) satisfies 6(z) E99 @ 9? 
thenxES,proaided/u >n+lifchark=OorIuI >pnifchark=p>O. 
Proof. Suppose x = C a<e OI,V, E she(X)(u), where 01, # 0, satisfies 6(z) E
6&Y @ PJ. Then S(Z) = C e,f qve @ vf means Cr aefq , Ce OI,~V, E g for fixed 
e, f respectively. Now assume a = ala2 . Then Cr c+q = &<f OI++ and 
Ce %I ,% = &+!%a,% . If char k = 0 then a,, a,E API,] by 3.1.1(c) and
3.1.2(b), and if char k = p > 0 then a1 , a2 E A@,] by 3.2.1(c) and3.2.2(b). 
Suppose the conclusion fails for u. Choose from among these 0 # x E sh,(X)(u) 
such that 6(z) E99 @ g but z $8 a z whose xpansion z = Cage OL,V, (q, # 0) 
has largest initial subscript (S(u) is a finite w ll-ordered set). We will show 
a 15 P. 
Assume a# P. If a = p, . ... p, is the prime factorization of a, then r> 1, 
so if char k = 0 we have a E API,] by the observation above (let a, = pi). 
xa E qg, and Z’ = z - c+$~X, = Ca+ ol:w, E sh,(X)(u) satisfies 6(z’) E 
~O~andz’~~.Supposechark-p>Oanda=h..-..P,isthep-adic 
prime factorization of a. In a similar manner we derive a contradiction if s> 1. 
Ifs = 1, then a =/& = qp’, where qE P, and Y > 0 since a $ P, so we have 
Q PT-1 = (q6-')P-1 . . . . . q”-l E A9[,1 which implies q@ E P[,J .But then /a 1 = 
l(qqp ! = p I qp’-l I< pn, so s > 1 necessarily. Hence a E P in any case. 
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We may further assume u(x) = 1 for some x E X. For let a = x, . ... x, . 
Now X -+ X x (0, I} (x w (x, 0)) is an embedding of totally ordered sets, and 
Y = hn ? 1) satisfies (viathe identification)~ > x, , and if xi > x, then xi > y. 
Clearly wemay replace X with X u {y}, so we will assume there is such ay E X. 
By2.1.3(c)(iii)a’ = x1 . ... x,-r . y E P. The linear map V +v V determined by 
+J = 
I 
v,: x # x, 
vz + v,: x = x, 
lifts oa bialgebra automorphism I;I of shk(X) by 1.1.8. Observe that a’ E S(v), 
where v(y) = 1, and n(z), = q~,, + Ca’+ aLvc for some a; E K. The 
hypothesis applies tov and n(z), but lir(~)~ # a. Thus the conclusion of
the lemma fails for V; so replacing II byv and z by 17(z), wemay further assume 
u(x) = 1 for somexEX. 
But the lemma must hold when U(X) = 1 for some x. For in this case we may 
assume xE X is maximal (redefine th total order if necessary). Choose x as 
above (if possible) andwrite a = xr . ..* x, . Then a, = x, . ... x,-~ EP, 
a contradiction in any event. Thus the lemma holds in this particular case, and 
this contradiction shows the lemma is true in general. Q.E.D. 
Now we prove the main theorem of this ection. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over aJield of
characteristic 0, B C A a subHopf algebra such that B C (A,). Let x E A satisfy 
AZ = z @ a + 1 @ z + u, where aE G(B) and u E B @ B. Then there exists 
an x~B[z] such that Ax=x@a+l Qxfv, where VEB~@B,, and 
z - x E B. (In particular, B[z]= B[x] = (B[z],+J.) 
Proof. First of all the parenthetical remark will follow by Theorem 1 of [4] 
which says B c (A,) implies B = (B,) in the commutative pointed case. 
By 5.9 we are reduced to the pointed irreducible cas . Thus we may assume 
A = shL(X) where (X, <) is a finite w ll-ordered set by 1.2.3. Assume z # 0 
and write x = x0 + ..a + z, where zi E Vi and 2, # 0. If m < n + 1 we are 
done, so assume m > n + 1. Set S = (X) and write z = Cidlsrn &vd . Suppose 
x ,,, = Carfc flcv, where /Ia # 0. The theorem will be proved if we can find a
6’ E B such that x’ = z - b’ E A, and z; = Ca<c /?Lvc where /3: E k. For then 
by induction on a (S, is a finite well-ordered set) there is a b” E B with z- b” E 
A,-, , and thus by induction m there is a b E B with z - b E A,+1 . If 
x=z-b then x-XEB and ~(x)E(A,@A,)~(B@B)=B,@B,. 
Therefore itremains to find b’. Let a E S(u). Then S(zJ E @ @ 6@, where 
a = (k + ... + Vn), meansz,~~by4.1,soa~APt,~by3.1.l(c)and3.1.2(b). 
Thus we may write a = a a r 2 = a, 0 a2 for some ai E S. Now again 6(z) =
Ce,f AA 0 vf E B 0 B means Cf Befvf , Ce 6’ efvUe E B for fixed e, frespectively. 
Let h = Ce pea,va and h’ = Cf lgalfvf . Then h = & + Pea,ve + / and h’ = 
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& %f Palfz+ + e’, where 8 E Alal 1-r and k’ E Al,zi-l . Thus we may write 
h =&e /?LX, + e and h’ = x:a, <f /3:X, + t?’ where ,6A1 # 0 # pi, . Now for 
such an X, and X,, X,X, = X,., by 3.1.1(f), and a = a, 0 a2 < elf with 
equality only if a, = e and a2 = f by 2.1.7. This means hh’ = CaGc w,v, + 6’ 
where w, # 0 and 8” E AI,I_, = A,-, . Now we see b’ = q,u;‘hh’ is the desired 
element. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of the previous theorem: 
4.3 COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field of 
characteristic 0, andsuppose (A,) = (A,+J for some n. Then A = (A,). 
If A is a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic 0, 
then A is a polynomial gebra over A, , Let r(A) denote the cardinality of aset 
of indeterminants. 
A useful consequence of1.2.3 is the following: 
4.4 LEMMA. Let A be a commutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebra over a 
fzeld of characteristic 0. Then r(A) = 1 if and only if dim P(A) = 1. In this case 
A = k[z] is a polynomial gebra in z, where P(A) = k . x. 
4.5 THEOREM. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra ovey a field of 
characteristic 0 which is a finitely generated A,,-algebra. If r(A) >, 2 then A = 
(4.~)~ 
Proof. Clearly we may assume that A is pointed irreducible. L tn be the 
minimal integer such that A = (A,). We can assume n > 1. But then B = 
(A,) G (A,) G ‘.. G (An), and r(B) 3 2. Hence r(A) 3 n + 1. Q.E.D. 
For n 3 2 and any field k of characteristic 0 there exists a commutative 
pointed irreducible Hopf algebra A such that r(A) = n, and (A,,,) g A if 
m<r(A)- 1. 
EXANPLE. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, andV a vector space with basis 
9 > 7J2 . In Sh( V) let 
x, = V,@V,@.~.@JV,, 
m-times 
where m 3 0, and let y = v1 . 8(x?,,) = Cy=, x,-, @ (I//!) yl for m 3 1. 
y, x1 ,..., x, are algebraically independent by the discussion ofSection 3 where 
s > 1. If A is the subalgebra generated by y, x1 ,..., x,-i , then r(A) = n and 
clearly n - 1 is the smallest m integer such that A = (A,). Notice that A/Ay is 
primitively generated! 
Suppose A is a commutative pointed irreducible Hopf algebra over a field of 
characteristic 0. By the results of1 ection 1.2 it is easy to show that A is strictly 
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graded if A = (A,), wh ere n = 0, 1, or 2. By direct computation e can show 
that A is strictly graded if r(A) < 4. 
EXAMPLE. Let I’ have basis vi, z’~, V, and let A C Sh(V) be the subalgebra 
generated by zri ,vu2 ,V, , ZJ~~ = ~1~ @ ~1~ ,and vys2 + vzl = V, @ va @ v2 + 
u2 @ vi . Then r(A) = 5, A = (AJ and by d irect calculation onecan show 
that A is not strictly graded as a bialgebra. 
5. THE CORRESPONDENCE A+p(A) 
Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra over any field k, and M = A,+A. Then&’ 
is a right ideal which is also a coideal, soin particular the projection A +rr 
A/& = p(A) is a surjective coalgebra m p. Clearly p(A) is pointed irreducible. 
In this ection we prove that n preserves the coradical filtration of A, and if A 
is commutative in addition, itwill follow by 5.9 that A = (A,) if and only if 
p(A) = (p(A)%). The technical details are based on Section 1of [4]. 
Let A be a pointed Hopf algebra over a field K, and I C A any injective hull of 
K * 1 (considered as a right A-comodule) containing 1. Recall that G(A) 
denotes the grouplikes ofA. Then: 
(b) A =I@&’ 
Lemma 1 of [4] gives (a), (b) follows directly from (a). 
Define A +o I by u(E~ guB) = C u, where U, E I for all g and all but finitely 
many of the uB’s are 0. Notice u2 = o.DefineI-tslOIbyS=(IOo).d. 
5.2 LEM.\"A. Let A be any pointed Hopf algebra over aJield k, and A --@ p(A) 
be the projection. Then (I, 6, C) is a coalgebra, and the restriction II II: I + p(A) 
is an isomorphism ofcoalgebras. 
Proof. n 1, is a linear isomorphism by (5.1.b). Thus I has an induced co- 
algebra structure. It is easy to see that he diagrams 
I@I- n@= ~(4 @P(A) I 
II 
'P(A) 
commute, so the lemma now follows. Q.E.D. 
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We will show that he nth term of the coradical fi tration of (I, S, G) is In A, . 
Write A = I @ N, where N = @,,r gl, and define a functional e by
e(c): 
44 = o. I. 
if cfzI 
if LEN. 
Then one can check that e2 = e and I = A - e. 
5.3. Let e be defined as above. 
(a) gI = A - (e *g-l) for all gE G(A). 
(b) {e . g: g E G(A)} is an orthogonal f mily of idempotents. 
(c) C, e *g = E. 
Proof. For a E A andg E G(A) it is easy to see that a-(e *g) = g-‘((ga) -e), 
so (a) follows. To show (b) note that a* w a* . g describes an algebra automor- 
phism of A* for any g E G(A). Notice (e *g) * e(a) = e(a - e *g)= 
&-Yka) - 4, so by (4 (e . g> ce =0 if g # 1. Hence (e*g)c(e*h) = 
(e.(gh-l)ce)*h=Oifg#h and (e 1 g)” = e . g. This proves (b). By virtue 
of (b) f=Cge.g is meaningful. For h E G(A) and a E I notice f(ha) = 
(e * h-l)(ha) = c(a) = c(ha), so(c) follows from (5.la). Q.E.D. 
For a* E A* IetL,,  R,*: A ---f A be defined byL,,(a) = a* - a and R,+(a) = 
R,,(a) = a - a* for aE A. Then it is easy to verify that (1.2 of [4]): 
(a) doL,,=I@L,* oA,andAR,,=R,,@IoA 
(5.4) 
(b) L,, @ R,, o A = I @ Raeba 0 A = Laqbw @ IO A for a*, b* E A*. 
From 5.4(b) wecompute 
2 We.g 0 Re.,) 0 A = c (I 0 R(wg)z 
QEG(A) 
oA =@I@R,.,).A 
=(;@R,)oA = A, 
9 
so 
C (Le.0 OR,.,) oA = A. 
wG(A) 
For a = a - e E I we compute by 5.5. 
(5.5) 
Aa - e = 2 (e * d - ah) - e 0 a(,) - (e * g>, . 
9 
so Au = C, ug where u, E (e . g) - I @ g-ll. Inparticular S(a) = x9 (1 @ g)u, .
We are motivated todefine 9 E End(A @ A) by S(a @ b) = C, (e *g) -
a @ gb. 9 has a linear inverse given by 8-l(a @ b) = x9 (e * g) - a @ g-lb. 
Consequently: 
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5.6. 9 o d = 8 and 2-l 0 S = d restricted to I.
5.7 LEMMA. The nth term of the coradicalJiltration of (I, 6,l )is I n A, . 
Proof. This is clear if n = 0. Assume the result true for n > 0. If a E I n 
A ,+,,thenS(a)~~(Ao@A+A@A,)n(I@I)=k@I+I@(InA,). 
Conversely, if a E I and S(a) Ek @ I + I @ (I n A,) then da = 9-l o s(a) E
A, @ A + A @ A,, . This proves the lemma by induction. Q.E.D. 
Let A -+” p(A) be the projection. By 5.7, we have II 2 p(A), for all 
n 3 0. Since II = Pi we have II C p(A), for n 3 0 by induction. 
We have shown: 
5.8 PROPOSITION. Let A be apointed Hopf algebra over afield k,and A *“p(A) 
be the projection. Then II = p(A), for n 3 0. 
5.9 PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra over a field k, 
B C A a subHopf algebra, nd z E A satisfy AZ = x @ a + 1 @ .a + u, where 
aEG(B)anduEB@B.LetA+n p(A) be the projection andsuppose x E p(A) 
satisJies (1) II(z) - x E II(B), and (2) Ax = x @ 1 + 1 @ x + v’, where 
v’ E II(B), @ II(B), . There exists an x E B[x] such that (1) z - x E B and 
(2) Ax=x@a+l @x+v, where VEB,@B,. 
Proof. If z’ = (e * a-l) - z - e, then it is easy to show that z- x’ E B 
and z’ satisfies th  hypothesis. Therefore w will assume zE (e . a-l) - I. 
Now B n I is an injective hull of k * 1 ( as a right B-comodule). Therefore 
B = &o(a) g(B n I), so we have the commutative diagram 
I - AA) 
u u 
BnI-II(B). 
Let y E I satisfy 17(y) = X. Then z - y E B n I since zE 1, and S(y) =
y 0 1 + 1 @ y + v, where vi E (I n B,) @ (1 n B,) by 5.7. Applying 9-l 
yields dy=C,(e*g)-y@g-If1 @y+v,, where v~EB,@B,. By 
5.4 we compute d(e * a-l) - y = (e . a-l) - y @ a + 1 @ (e * a-‘) - y + v 
where VEB, @ B,. Since z- y E B we have x - (e . a-‘) - y = e . a-l - 
(z - Y) E B, so x = e * a-l - y is the desired lement. Q.E.D. 
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After this paper was revised, W. Nichols called the author’s attention to[l] where the 
structure ofthe free semigroup of a totally ordered set is considered. Ournotion of “prime” 
is somewhat different, andour treatment underscores the inductive nature of the subject. 
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